


O r i e n t a l e
YIDDISH DANCES (2003) *
adam gorb (b.1958)

1 khosidl 2.56
2 terkishe 2.11
3 doina 1.53
4 hora 3.35
5 freylachs 4.14

6 CAPRICE ARABE, op. 96 ** 7.03
camille saint-saëns (1835-1921)

7 IN THE STEPPES OF
CENTRAL ASIA * 6.25

alexander borodin (1833-1887)

BENI MORA – Oriental Suite
in E minor, op. 29 no. 1 **
gustav holst (1874-1934), arr. nora
day(1891-1985), performing edition by
anthony goldstone (b.1944)

8 first dance 5.40
9 second dance 3.55
10 finale: “in the street of the

ouled naïls” 5.57

11 ORIENTALE, op. 38 no. 17 * 2.02
reinhold glière (1875-1956)

BALINESE CEREMONIAL MUSIC **
colin mcphee (1900-1964)

12 pemoengkah 2.41
13 gambangan 1.56
14 taboeh teloe 4.50

SANGIT ALAMKARA SUITE (1988) *
john mayer (1930-2004)

15 alaap 3.23
16 gamakas 2.06
17 jawab-sawal 2.41
18 raga-samcara 3.29
19 gaud mallar taan 5.01

20 HEBREW MELODY ** 5:26
joseph achron (1886-1943), arr. leopold
auer (1845-1930), arr. anthony
goldstone (b.1944)

total playing time 78:16

goldstone & clemmow

* piano duet
** two pianos



“World music” and “cross-over” are
fashionable these days, but they are nothing
new. We present here eight examples of
“serious” composers exploring ways of mixing
eastern and western styles and “classical” and
folk traditions, the earliest going back to 1880.

We begin with a suite of Yiddish Dances that
is unashamedly described by its composer as
a party piece. Originally written for symphonic
wind orchestra in 1997 as a birthday offering, it
was superbly recast for piano duet in 2003.
We commissioned this transcription from the
composer with the financial help of the Jewish
Music Institute (London, England) and gave
the first public performance at the Beverley
Chamber Music Festival in Yorkshire in
September 2004 and the London première at
the South Bank Centre’s Purcell Room two
months later for the JMI.

Cardiff-born Adam Gorb is currently Head of
the School of Composition and Contemporary
Music at the Royal Northern College of Music
in Manchester. He started writing music at the
age of ten and first had a work broadcast on
BBC Radio 3 only five years later. His
composition teachers included Hugh Wood
and Robin Holloway at Cambridge University
and, later, Paul Patterson. His large output in
various genres has been recognised by

frequent performances, awards and an
increasing number of recordings, and he has a
continuing schedule of commissions.

Klezmer (k’li zemer is Hebrew for “instrument
of song”), the folk music of the Yiddish-
speaking people of Eastern Europe, has
experienced a huge surge in popularity in
recent years and is at the heart of this
entertaining work. Yiddish weddings and other
festivities would be inconceivable without the
participation of bands of klezmorim - a close
parallel with the traditions of the gypsies,
whose music expresses the same extremes of
laughter and suffering and exults in
comparable feats of virtuosity, also largely
executed on the clarinet and the fiddle. Adam
Gorb has a passion for klezmer music, which
is not surprising as it is in his genes: his
forbears, whose family name was
Gorbulewsky, were forced to flee from the
Ukraine in 1905 at the time of the pogroms
against the Jews, and his second cousin,
Merlin Shepherd, is a front-rank klezmer
clarinettist.

Almost without exception the material in
Yiddish Dances is original, i.e. does not use
existing melodies. The composer briefly
characterises the five sections as follows:



“Khosidl [1] - [an improvised Chassidic dance,]
a medium tempo in which the music moves
between satire, sentimentality and pathos.
Terkishe [2] - an up-tempo Jewish tango.
Doina [3] - a free recitative in which various
instruments in the band get a chance to show
off. Hora [4] – slow  time with a
characteristic rocking rhythm. Freylachs [5] -
[literally means ‘happy’,] very fast  time in
which themes from the previous movements
are recalled, ending in a riotous ‘booze-up’ for
all concerned. Le Chaim! (To Life!)”

It might be added that Terkishe demonstrates
that Jewish culture has lived happily in Turkey
in the past. At the start of this dance the side
drum of the original version is replaced by the
secondo player rapping on the inside of the fall
(the keyboard lid) of the piano with the
knuckles.

The Frenchman Camille Saint-Saëns was
blessed with a cornucopia of gifts. A polymath,
fascinated by many subjects, he was an expert
in astronomy, archaeology, geology and
philosophy, and also a poet and water-
colourist. As a musician, having started off as
precociously as Mozart, he excelled not only
as an immensely prolific composer but also as
an organist (hailed by Liszt as the world’s
greatest), pianist, conductor and teacher. His

improvisatory skills were amazing and his
sight-reading prodigious - for instance, he
played Wagner’s operas at sight to their
composer from the full scores. Music flowed
from him - he seemed to find nothing difficult,
producing music (in his own words) “as an
apple tree produces apples”. His enormous
facility has weighed against him in the
judgment of some lofty critics but, despite
being stereotyped as the greatest composer
who was not a genius, he has left much music
that the world has taken to its heart - not
merely The Carnival of the Animals but, to
name but a few further specimens, the “Organ”
Symphony, Samson et Dalila, the First ’Cello
Concerto and the Second Piano Concerto, this
last written within two and a half weeks.

Classicism was allied in him with a love of folk
music and a distaste for ugly “modernism”. In
1913, the year of Stravinsky’s The Rite of
Spring, he wrote, “He who does not prefer a
folk tune of a lovely character, or a Gregorian
chant without any accompaniment, to a series
of dissonant and pretentious chords does not
love music.” (And, even if with reservations,
who would not agree?) Not a few of his works
were folk-inspired; he travelled widely, often to
Arab countries - notably to Egypt and to
Algeria, where he passed away. Among his
pieces with an Arabic flavour is Caprice arabe



[6], which was written in 1894 in the Canaries.
Though any rawness is toned down by the
composer’s sophisticated Gallic sensibilities,
this effective pot-pourri does utilise conflicting
rhythms and scales containing unusual
inflections. At 2’22” the rhythm and tempo bear
an uncanny resemblance to those of Terkishe
from Yiddish Dances. The lazy opening theme
returns and there is a gentle final resolution.

Alexander Borodin, another outstandingly
gifted human being, was the illegitimate son of
a prince, a brilliant career chemist and a self-
taught spare-time composer who became a
major figure in the Russian nationalist school;
his tone poem In the Steppes of Central Asia
[7] is an example, similar in a way to Caprice
arabe, of an innately imperial approach, typical
of its time (1880), to the culture of subject
peoples: an idealised musical snapshot from
foreign parts, in this case in the form of an
imaginary procession - beginning in the
distance, approaching and then fading into the
distance. Well known in its orchestral form, it
appears here in the composer’s own version
for piano duet. Borodin’s descriptive note
virtually says it all:
“In the silence of the sandy steppes of central
Asia there resounds the first refrain of a
peaceful Russian song. Also heard are the
melancholy sounds of oriental songs; we hear

the tread of horses and camels coming
towards us. A caravan, escorted by Russian
soldiers, traverses the immense desert,
continues its long journey without fear,
abandoning itself with confidence to the
protection of the Russian soldiery. The
caravan continues to approach, the songs of
the Russians and those of the natives blend in
the same harmony, the refrains are long
audible in the desert and are finally lost in the
distance.”

It was inevitable that in order that the two
elements should “blend in the same harmony”
it would be the minor-key oriental melody that
made the adjustment - into the major key of
the Russian song. It seems that Borodin
composed both themes, in two distinct folk
styles, in such a way that they might sound
simultaneously - an ingenious trick.

One might think it unlikely that a man whose
grandfather (Gustavus von Holst) was a
Latvian teacher of harp and piano with
Scandinavian ancestors and German cousins
would become a pillar of the English musical
renaissance of the early twentieth century, but
Gustav (von) Holst, who was born in that
most English town, Cheltenham, did just that.
While he was developing his individual voice,
and before he made his name with his most



enduring masterpiece The Planets (1914-16),
many influences competed for his attention,
and unsurprisingly not all of them were
English.

Holst was particularly drawn to oriental
cultures. He learned Sanskrit in order to read
and translate the Rig Veda, nine hymns of
which he set for voice and piano (1907-8) and
fourteen for chorus (1908-12), and he wrote
other Indian works: two operas, Sita (1900-6)
and Sāvitri (1908), and a choral ode, The
Cloud Messenger (1909-10). In 1915 he
produced a Japanese Suite for orchestra.

While he never visited India or Japan, Holst
did find inspiration for his oriental suite for
orchestra, Beni Mora, at first hand. In 1908, to
refresh himself mentally and physically, he
went on an extended walking and cycling trip
to Algeria, where he noted down musical
fragments that he came across. The following
year he composed an Oriental Dance, which
became the opening movement of Beni Mora,
completed in 1910. The title was taken from an
oasis in Robert Hitchen’s novel, “The Garden
of Allah”.

In 2003 we recorded Holst’s Japanese Suite
on Divine Art 25024 in the version for two
pianos by Vally Lasker; she and Nora Day, two

mistresses on the music staff of St. Paul’s
Girls’ School, West London (Holst was
Director of Music there from 1905 to 1934),
whom he called his “scribes”, were invaluable
to him as amanuenses, as a long-standing
condition of neuritis in his right arm made
writing difficult and painful.

Nora Day attended St. Paul’s Girls’ School
from 1907 to 1910, then turned down a place
at Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, apparently to
remain at home in order to study the organ
with Holst. She began to take on some duties
in the musical life of the school and the
headmistress, Miss Gray, described her as “a
girl of exceptional musical ability”. Having
gained a teaching diploma in 1912 she was
asked to become an assistant to Vally Lasker.
She stayed at the school for fifty years, gave
Holst much help, and was the dedicatee of two
of his piano pieces in 1927.

It has been my pleasure to prepare a
performing edition of Nora Day’s two-piano
version of Beni Mora for this recording, using
both available manuscripts, each of which
contains the two piano parts. Nora Day was
only about nineteen years old at the time of
the completion of Holst’s composition; no date
is known for her transcription, but she could
well have been young and inexperienced.



Sprinkled with changes of mind, the
manuscripts are at times unclear, often conflict
one with the other, and employ a sort of
shorthand, and it is doubtful whether even a
rough run-through could have been attempted
using them. Perhaps this transcription was one
of the first important tasks entrusted to her by
Holst. I referred liberally to Holst’s orchestral
score and to his own solo piano version - not
only for clarification but also to supply the
requisite articulation, phrasing, dynamics etc.,
and it was not too difficult to arrive at a
practical solution.

The First Dance [8] immediately sets the
scene with strange chant-like phrases,
alternating with more animated passages - all
strongly evocative of a distant, and very
different, world.

Curiously the beginning of the Second Dance
[9] is not far removed from the Arabian Dance
from Tchaikovsky’s Nutcracker ballet. The
mood becomes more agitated, after which the
impetus evaporates with ethereal high chords,
prescient of The Planets, which usher in the
reprise of the first section.

The composer explained the suite’s finale, In
the Street of the Ouled Naïls [10], as follows:
“The ‘Ouled Naïls’ are Bedouin dancing girls;

and in Biskra a street is set aside for them in
which nearly every house is a dancing hall or
café. The opening (Adagio) suggests a desert
at night. The lower strings have a melody ...
which continues until a few flute figures bring
us to the second section, Allegro moderato.
We are to imagine a traveller drawing near to
the village, and hearing the flute playing a
monotonous little tune which continues
throughout the whole movement. On entering
the village, fragments of other tunes are
heard... These gradually grow clearer. In the
street of the ‘Ouled Naïls’ the ear is bewildered
by the variety of strains that pour from the
dancing halls, and the mind instinctively
grasps the connection between this scene and
the greater chaos of the Sahara that lies
beyond. But, on turning the corner, the noise
quickly subsides, and soon all fades away in
the silence of the night.”

Holst had written down the “monotonous little
tune” (calling it “oboe tune in procession 5
am”), adding, “they had been at it all night!”; he
used it uncompromisingly throughout the
movement as an ostinato, with astonishing
contrapuntal inventiveness, combining it with
other material including strands from the first
movement, and creating an obsessive effect
analogous to that of Ravel’s Boléro, written
eighteen years later - a veritable tour de force.



But it was all too much for the audience at the
première in London’s Queen’s Hall in May
1912, some of whom hissed the work after its
ending faded into silence. “We do not ask for
Biskra dancing girls in Langham Place,” wrote
one strait-laced critic, and Vaughan Williams
later reflected, “if [Beni Mora] had been played
in Paris instead of London [it] would have
given its composer a European reputation.” It
was not published until 1921.

The title for this musical collection is taken
from its shortest item, a miniature written by a
man whose Third Symphony lasts, by contrast,
nearly one and a half hours - that great
survivor among Russian composers, Reinhold
Glière, who forged a long and celebrated
career beginning in the Tsarist era and
continuing through the turmoil of the Russian
Revolution and the subsequent denunciations
of leading composers by the state. His mother
was in fact Polish and his father not of Belgian
stock as had been thought, but from an old
Saxon family, Glier, as I revealed in my CD of
his solo piano works [Olympia CD 711].

Orientale [11] is one of Twenty-four Easy
Pieces written in 1908. Glière had a knack of
investing instructional keyboard pieces with
immense charm, and these two minutes of
music summon up a hypnotic atmosphere. He

took a great interest in the music of the many
peoples of the Soviet Union, including -
looking east - the Azerbaijanis, Uzbeks and
Buryiat-Mongolians, to the extent of writing an
Azerbaijani opera, Shakh-Senem (1923-1925),
using copious folk material.

The Canadian-born American Colin McPhee
lived for some years in Bali in the thirties
carrying out pioneering studies on the
indigenous music (subsequently lecturing and
writing extensively on the subject) and helping
the Balinese to preserve their own traditions.
He integrated their music into his own works:
as well as a large opus for two pianos and
orchestra, Tabuh-Tabuhan, he transcribed and
adapted for two pianos some pieces of
Balinese Ceremonial Music from the gamelan
- the unique orchestra of Indonesia consisting
largely of gongs, xylophones and
metallophones. These he dedicated to the
American anthropologist Dr. Margaret Mead,
who also made a deep study of Balinese
culture. The three movements are
Pemoengkah (Overture to Shadow-play) [12],
Gambangan (Intermezzo) [13] and Taboeh
Teloe (Ceremonial Music) [14].

The great English composer Benjamin Britten
met McPhee in the USA in the winter of 1939-
40 and recorded Balinese Ceremonial Music in



1941 with him. In turn Britten spent a fortnight
in Bali in January 1956 during a Far Eastern
tour and was “knocked sideways”, finding the
music “fantastically rich - melodically,
rhythmically, texture (such orchestration!!) and
above all formally.” His ballet dating from that
year, The Prince of the Pagodas, made
prominent use of elements from two of
McPhee’s pieces. Having witnessed workers
casually arriving from the rice paddies on
motor scooters, squatting on the ground and
giving stunningly virtuosic and colourful
performances of extended gamelan pieces, all
from memory, negotiating sudden violent
changes of tempo with quartz-like precision
unaided by any visible direction, I profess the
same admiration that Britten felt.

John Mayer was, like McPhee, a pioneer in
the synthesis of eastern and western music,
but he himself was born in Calcutta in poor
circumstances, the son of an Indian mother
and an Anglo-German-Indian father. From
childhood he studied both western and Indian
music; one of his violin teachers was Mehli
Mehta (the father of Zubin), who persuaded
him to compete for a scholarship to attend the
Royal Academy of Music, which he won,
arriving in London in 1950. Although officially a
violin student, he also studied composition
privately with Hungarian-born Mátyás Seiber

(1905-1960), a very fine mentor, who himself
had written in a hybrid jazz/serial idiom –
astoundingly – in about 1930, and who
encouraged him in mixing techniques of Indian
and western music. (By cruel coincidence both
teacher and pupil died as the result of
automobile accidents.)

Before long Mayer had to support himself by
accepting full-time posts playing the violin in
London orchestras, but his ground-breaking
works, predating the Yehudi Menuhin/Ravi
Shankar collaboration by many years, were
becoming known. For example Menuhin
introduced the First Violin Sonata in 1955, and
Charles Groves commissioned his Dance
Suite for sitar, flute, tabla, tanpura and
symphony orchestra, premièred by the Royal
Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra in 1958. In
1965 he left full-time orchestral playing to
concentrate on composition and at about this
time he co-founded the revolutionary group
Indo-Jazz Fusions, in which he played and
which rapidly became highly successful. In the
“classical” field the flautist James Galway is
among Mayer’s champions and former
collaborators.

I had got to know Johnny and we arranged for
the commissioning of Sangit Alamkara (1988)
with funds from the Eastern Arts Association



(Eastern England in this case!). The title
means “musical decorations”. The first
movement, Alaap [15], an exploratory prelude,
goes furthest in bringing together east and
west: the piano has to be prepared by blocking
certain strings off in the middle register with
felt wedges, enabling the remaining strings
when stroked to imitate the sympathetic
strings (taraf-taras) of a sitar playing the Raga
Multani. Bass strings are plucked also, to
suggest the drone of the tanpura (a bass
plucked stringed instument). When we
performed it on television Johnny reinforced
this by strumming a more continuous drone on
the tanpura - something that he liked to do in
other works also, writing an optional part for
himself to play. Introducing the performance
he explained his “inside the piano” procedures
by reminding everyone in his inimitable,
personable way that the piano and the
harpsichord are derivatives of eastern stringed
instruments!

The second movement, Gamakas
(ornamentations) [16], is mostly stately, but its
energetic close gives a foretaste of the finale.
Then comes Jawab-Sawal (question and
answer) [17], a dialogue between the players,
followed by Raga-Samcara (raga motifs) [18],
whose touching outer sections sound to me
rather Hungarian (a subconscious tribute to

Seiber?). Lastly, the motoric Gaud Mallar Taan
[19] presents varied ways of treating the Raga
Gaud Mallar, propelling this very special
addition to the piano duet repertoire to a
decisive conclusion.

Finally we return to the music of the Jewish
people with a piece based on a hauntingly sad
traditional melody. Joseph Achron, of
Lithuanian Jewish stock, was born in Poland
and studied composition with Lyadov and the
violin with the great Hungarian violinist and
teacher Leopold Auer at the St. Petersburg
Conservatory. (Auer, pupil of Joachim and
teacher of Heifetz, is notorious for having
declined the dedication of Tchaikovsky’s Violin
Concerto.) Achron emigrated to the USA in
1925, later making a living as a violinist in film
soundtracks. His compositions became more
and more progressive, earning the admiration
of Schoenberg.

Among his works for violin and orchestra are
three concertos, the last commissioned by
Heifetz, and Hebrew Melody, Op. 33, written
when he was twenty-five and a product of his
research into Jewish folklore; a version of this
work, “specially arranged and edited for
concert use” for violin and piano by Auer,
became a favourite encore. The second part of
the melody develops passionately towards a



declamatory cadenza, after which the first part
returns nostalgically.

I made this transcription [20] in 1995 for us to
play as an encore after a two-piano recital we
were to give for a Jewish organisation in
Baltimore. One point of interest is that in the
six-bar postlude recalling the opening (up to
the final arpeggiated chord) I have added high
notes which are harmonics of the melody
notes; these harmonics are played extremely
softly and, while not perceived as notes
themselves, impart an exotic timbre to the
melody. The effect was used by Saint-Saëns
in the second movement of his Egyptian-
inspired Fifth Piano Concerto as long ago as
1896.

We have chosen the golden oriole to be the
symbol for this recording not only for its
striking beauty but also because its enormous
range encompasses all the regions whose
traditions are represented, it knows no cultural,
religious or political boundaries, and birds and
music are inseparable.

Notes © Anthony Goldstone 2005

GOLDSTONE & CLEMMOW

With CDs approaching thirty in number and a
busy concert schedule stretching back over
twenty years, the British piano duo Goldstone
and Clemmow is firmly established as a
leading force. Described by Gramophone as “a
dazzling husband and wife team”, and by
International Record Review as “a British
institution in the best sense of the word”,
internationally known artists Anthony
Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow formed
their duo in 1984 and married in 1989. Their
extremely diverse activities in two-piano and
piano-duet recitals and double concertos,
taking in major festivals, have sent them all
over the British Isles as well as to Europe, the
Middle East and several times to the USA,
where they have received standing ovations
and such press accolades as “revelations such
as this are rare in the concert hall these days”
(Charleston Post and Courier). In their
refreshingly presented concerts they mix
famous masterpieces and fascinating rarities,
which they frequently unearth themselves, into
absorbing and hugely entertaining
programmes; their numerous BBC broadcasts
have often included first hearings of unjustly
neglected works, and their equally enterprising
and acclaimed commercial recordings include
many world premières.



Having presented the complete duets of
Mozart for the bicentenary, they decided to
accept the much greater challenge of
performing the vast quantity of music written
by Schubert specifically for four hands at one
piano. This they first did in 1993 - and have
since repeated several times - in a mammoth
cycle of seven concerts, which in its
completeness (including works not found in
the collected edition) and original recital format
was probably a world first. The Musical Times
wrote of this venture: “The
Goldstone/Clemmow performances invited
one superlative after another.” The complete
cycle (as a rare bonus including as encores
Schumann’s eight Schubert-inspired
Polonaises) is available on seven

CDs. “Haunted with the spirit of Schubert” -
Luister, The Netherlands.

This is the duo’s fifth groundbreaking CD for
Divine Art, “Tchaikovsky for Four Hands”,
including the Fourth Symphony and Romeo
and Juliet (25020) - “sheer pleasure” (BBC
Music Magazine), “Explorations” (25024) - “a
stimulating collection, splendidly presented by
a first-class piano duo” (Gramophone),
“Schubert: The Unauthorised Piano Duos”
(25026) – “an invaluable disc” (Gramophone),
and “Dvořák & Mendelssohn Symphonies for
Four Hands” (25028) – “fine, immaculately
balances and paced performances” (Classic
FM Magazine) being the others.

JOSEPH
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COLIN
MCPHEE
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GOLDSTONE and CLEMMOW
More fine, pioneering recordings from divine art

DDA 25020 Tchaikovsky for Four Hands
Symphony No. 4, (arr. Taneyev), Romeo & Juliet (arr. Purgold), Russian Folk Songs
“mind-blowing” – Glasgow Herald

DDA 25024 Explorations
First recordings: Holst, Leighton, Stevenson and Hedges – splendid modern works from British composers
“strongly recommended” – Musical Opinion

DDA 25026 Schubert “Unauthorised” Piano Duos, volume 1
Includes the “Trout” Quintet and other gems in brilliant transcriptions
“invaluable” – Gramophone

DDA 25028 Dvořák “New World” Symphony and Mendelssohn “Scottish” Symphony
The composers’ own versions for piano duet of these orchestral masterpieces
“A real joy. Recommended” – MusicWeb

DDA 25032 “Orientale”
Music inspired by the East from Holst, Achron, Borodin, Mayer, Glière, Saint-Saëns, Gorb and McPhee
“startlingly effective” – BBC Radio 3

DDA 25038 Graham Whettam Piano Music
Fine music for two and four hands: solo performances by both of the duo partners
“exuberant yet accessible music deserves to be much more widely known … exceptional performances”
– New Classics

DDA 25039 Schubert “Unauthorised” Piano Duos, volume 2
Transcriptions by Schubert’s friend and duet partner Josef von Gahy
“bright detailed recording, committed playing ... no reservations” – Musical Pointers

DDA 25042 Grieg for Piano Duo
Includes Grieg’s version for two pianos of his Piano Concerto and his arrangement of a Mozart sonata
“played with compelling freshness … an outstanding recital” – International Piano

DDA 25046 Mozart on Reflection
Many incredible gems, with a newly completed Sonata for two pianos
“this is a valuable release, with fine recorded quality…” – International Record Review

DDA 25056 “Burlesque” – Piano Music by Brian Chapple
From jazz to atonality, works of major importance
“certainly a find for those that love to discover the new” – MidWest Record



DDA 25070 Chopin for Piano Duo
Includes the first recording of the F minor Piano Concerto in the arrangement by Chopin and Mikuli
“fascinating ... dazzling virtuosity and verve” – New Classics

DDA 25089 The Jazz Age
Gershwin, Milhaud, Carmichael, Hill, Moyzes, Seiber: an absolute festival of joy
“particularly impressive ... a delightful new record” – BBC Radio 3

DDA 25098 Hans Gál: The Complete Piano Duos
A rare treasure – Romantic and lyrical music deserving of a wide audience
“This is a marvellous release ... performed and recorded to the highest standards.” – American Record Guide

DDA 25101 “Delicias” – Spanish delights for piano duo
European exoticism from Spanish composers and others inspired by Spanish culture
“The performances are superb. Enthusiastically recommended” – Fanfare (USA)

DDA 25104 “Magical Places” – Evocative Symphonic Poems
From Britain and Ireland through France and Spain, to Russia and Scandinavia, a true musical adventure
“Terrific performances ... A nicely judged programme that is superbly played and recorded with clarity.”
– International Piano

DDA 25118 Rimsky-Korsakov – Music for Piano Duo
The composer’s own arrangements of Scheherazade and Neapolitan Song; and his wife Nadezhda Purgold’s
transcription of Antar
“Husband-and-wife team Anthony Goldstone and Caroline Clemmow [provide] cast-iron guarantees of superb
performances. Hugely enjoyable ... an unexpectedly colourful disc.” – International Record Review

DDA 25125 Schubert “Unauthorised” Piano Duos, volume 3
Première recordings of the ‘Death and the Maiden’ Quartet and of the ‘Unfinished’ Symphony No. 8 transcribed by
Schubert’s confidante Hüttenbrenner, and in a new 4-movement complete performing edition.
“If you love Schubert's music, you ought to hear this... A most stimulating release that has my highest
recommendation.” – Fanfare

DDV 24154 British Music for Piano Duo
A highly acclaimed disc now re-issued, includes The Planets and other music by Holst, Elgar, Bury and Bainton
“This is musicianship at its best, in ear opening interpretations.” – Classical Music Sentinel

DDA 21700 (7CD) Schubert: The Complete Works for Piano Duet
The pioneering and still only totally complete set of Schubert’s music for four hands at one piano

ALL of the above CDs contain world première recordings of major piano duo repertoire.
The Divine Art catalogue also includes many acclaimed solo recordings by Anthony Goldstone.




